Hairpin DNA as a biobarcode modified on gold nanoparticles for electrochemical DNA detection.
Hairpin DNA (hpDNA) as a novel biobarcode was conjugated with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and a reporter DNA (rpDNA) to form hpDNA/AuNP/rpDNA nanoparticles for the detection of an oligonucleotide sequence associated with Helicobacter pylori as a model target. The rpDNA is complementary to about a half-portion of the target DNA sequence (tDNA). A capture DNA probe (cpDNA), complementary to the other half of the tDNA, was immobilized on the surface of a gold electrode. In the presence of tDNA, a sandwich structure of (hpDNA/AuNP/rpDNA)/tDNA/cpDNA was formed on the electrode surface. The differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) detection was based on [Ru(NH3)5(3-(2-phenanthren-9-yl-vinyl)-pyridine)](2+), an electroactive complex that binds to the sandwich structure by its intercalation with the hpDNA and the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) of the sandwich structure. The several factors--high density of biobarcode hpDNA on the surface of AuNPs, multiple electroactive complex molecules intercalated with each hpDNA and dsDNA molecule, and the intercalation binding mode of the electroactive complex with the DNA sandwich structure--contribute to the DNA sensor with highly selective and sensitive sensing properties. The DNA sensor exhibited a detection limit of 1 × 10(-15) M (i.e., 1 fM), the DNA levels in physiological samples, with linearity down to 2 × 10(-15) M. It can differentiate even one single mismatched DNA from the complementary tDNA. This novel biobarcode-based DNA sensing approach should provide a general platform for development of direct, simple, repetitive, sensitive, and selective DNA sensors for various important applications in analytical, environmental, and clinical chemistry.